Manitoba Prairie Quilters
Fall Workshops 2016
Begin Quilting with Val Hazelton
For the beginner and those that want to refresh their quilting skills to achieve accurate block size. Val will show you the skills
you require to achieve an accurate block size, cutting, quarter inch seams. pressing and more. If you have started a project
and are not happy with the results or are unsure of where to go next bring it along.

Hand Quilting with Tracy Popp
For those that have never hand quilted and those that need a refresh or want to take it to the next level. Tracy will review the
basic tools, ways to mark your quilt, the quilting stitch and how to achieve uniform stitches. You will practise these elements
and make a pouch to hold your quilting tools. If you have a completed top or project that you want to hand quilt bring it with
you and get started.

Learn to be a (Landscape) Stripper with Susan Selby
Let go of precision and unleash your creative spirit and be a stripper. Raw edged strips of fabric are used to create an abstract
background for a landscape quilt. You will learn to pick colours from a photograph or a printed scene and use intuition and
interpretation rather than making an exact copy. You will learn how create depth and distance with strips and quilting.
Elements such as trees, leaves, flowers, rocks, buildings, etc. are raw edge fused onto the background to create a landscape.
The landscape can be assembled in the morning and free-motion quilting begun in the afternoon.

Free Form Feathers Galore 1 with Inez Drummond
Take quilting on your domestic machine to the next level with Free Form Quilting Galore 1. Learn how to quilt with feathers and
apply that quilting to pieced and appliquéd blocks. Learn to understand the composition of single line feathers and how to create
smooth curves in feathers. Learn how to fit feathers in various sized pieced blocks and around appliqués. Learn how other free
motion and feed dogs up quilting patterns can enhance feathers and add interest to your quilting. Samples will be available for
viewing. Picture taking is encouraged.

Workshops are currently open to members of Manitoba Prairie Members and will be
open to non members on Friday September 16.
Registration: $30.00 members
$45.00 non members
When:

Saturday. October 29, 2016
9:00-3:30

Where:

Parish Church Hall of Saint Martyrs- Canadians
289 Dussault Ave, Winnipeg

Contact:

Linda Barker,
e-mail quilts204@gmail.com
204-663-0044

